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Your
Retirement Program

AUDIO:
Hi.  I’m Andy, your personal retirement counselor.

I can show you what you need to know about retirement and help you make decisions about how to participate in your employer - 
sponsored retirement program.  Decisions that you make about your retirement now could have an effect on your future financial 
security. 

No matter where you are in your career, it is always a good idea to plan ahead for retirement.
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What would you like to do?  

AUDIO:
To get started, tell me... What would you like to do today?  Do you want to learn about retirement or do you want to explore the 
University of Rochester’s retirement program?

Learn about retirement

Explore University of Rochester’s retirement program

I’m ready to enroll.
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What do you want to know about retiring?
Why is having a retirement plan so important? 

What do I need to consider when investing?

How much money do I need?

AUDIO:
Okay.  And what do you want to explore first?  The importance of having a retirement plan? Or what to consider when investing?

Learn
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Learn > Importance of retirement savings

AUDIO: 
Your retirement plan is so important.  Together with your personal savings and Social Security, money saved through your 
employer-sponsored retirement plan(s) must generate enough income for a retirement that could last 20 to 30 years or even longer. 
In fact, once you retire, the savings in your retirement plan may well become your single most important financial asset.

So this is why you should start today.  The sooner you start saving now, the more time your money will have to grow.  And I’m not just 
talking about regular savings... I’m talking about the power of compounding where your money has the potential to grow at a 
significant rate.  So every day matters.  

And in addition to the power of compounding, you also have the power of tax deferral working for you.  This means that contributions  
you make to a retirement account are made before taxes are withdrawn from your paycheck.  So any investment earnings and 
interest then accumulate on a tax-deferred basis.  

VISUAL:
Personal savings dollars added to Social Security dollars, money going into a piggy bank titled “Retirement,” multiplication by the word 
“compounding,” Uncle Sam trying to take money but money goes into piggy bank.

z

Compou
nding Tax Deferral
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Learn > Importance of retirement savings

AUDIO: 
Employers provide a retirement program with at least two options to help employees save for retirement on a tax-deferred basis: 
Either an employer-funded option, in which the employer makes contributions on your behalf (subject to your eligibility) and a 
voluntary savings option, which you make your own contributions. 

Keep in mind that there is a limit on the amount of money that an employee can contribute.  This is referred to as a Maximum 
Employee Contributions.  This chart explains the maximum employee contributions you are able to make this year. This limitation only 
applies to your contributions, not your employer’s.  Your employer’s contributions may exceed this amount.  Also, you do not have to 
make the maximum contribution allowable.  Even just a small contribution can make a big difference in money you’re able to 
accumulate at retirement.

VISUAL:
Chart.  Money from paycheck and employee’s workplace goes into a piggy bank titled “Retirement.”
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Learn > Importance of retirement savings

How are we doing?

AUDIO:
You still with me? Ready to move onto investment considerations?

Totally lost.  Could you go over that again?

I’m good.  Let’s move on to investment considerations. 
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Learn > Considerations when investing

AUDIO: 
Okay let’s consider what you should you think about before investing.  The cornerstone of any investment strategy is the relationship 
between risk and return. Simply stated, the potential gain (or potential loss) for any investment generally corresponds to its level of 
risk. This is the fundamental trade-off in investing: If you’re seeking a higher potential return, you must be willing to accept a higher 
level of risk. Conversely, if you’re seeking greater safety and stability, you must be willing to accept a lower potential return.

VISUAL:
Character walking on a tightrope.  Higher risk shows with no safety net below.  Lower risk shows with safety net below.
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Learn > Considerations when investing

AUDIO: 
So what are the risks?  When we talk about investment risk we’re usually speaking of “market risk” or “volatility” — the likelihood that 
the investment will have wide swings in performance. 

There are also a number of other risks that can affect the performance of your investments. It is very important to keep them in mind 
when investing. 

VISUAL:
Text “Market Risk” and “Volatility” swinging.

Market Risk

Volatility
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Other Risks > Inflation

AUDIO: 
Inflation, or purchasing-power risk, refers to the danger that your money will not be worth as much tomorrow as it is today. One dollar 
today does not buy as much as it did five years ago, and in 20 years, that same dollar may buy substantially less.  This chart shows 
you hypothetically what $10,000 will be worth in 10, 20 and 30 years, assuming a 4% rate of inflation. 

VISUAL:
Animated graph.

Inflation (Purchasing-power) Risk

Interest-rate Risk

Market-timing Risk

Foreign-investment Risk
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Other Risks > Interst-rate Risk

AUDIO: 
Next we have Interest-rate risk.  Many securities are significantly influenced by changes in interest rates. For example, the price of 
bonds tends to drop when current interest rates go up.

VISUAL:
TBD

Inflation (Purchasing-power) Risk

Interest-rate Risk

Market-timing Risk

Foreign-investment Risk
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Other Risks > Market-timing Risk

AUDIO: 
The Market-timing risk is the risk of losing money when you transfer from an investment in one financial market to another, such as 
transferring from stocks to bonds, or vice versa. If you try to time the market by moving in and out of investments, you have to be right 
twice. Missing a dramatic rise or catching a fall, even by a little bit, can leave investments in the wrong place at a significant cost to 
you.

VISUAL:
TBD

Inflation (Purchasing-power) Risk

Interest-rate Risk

Market-timing Risk

Foreign-investment Risk
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Other Risks > Foreign-investment Risk

AUDIO: 
And last, we have Foreign-investment risk.  An estimated 70% of the world’s stock market activity now takes place outside the United 
States. However, when investing overseas, you will need to consider currency, economic and political risks.

VISUAL:
TBD

Inflation (Purchasing-power) Risk

Interest-rate Risk

Market-timing Risk

Foreign-investment Risk
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Risks >

You still with me?

AUDIO:
You still with me?  I’d be more than happy to go over it again.

VISUAL:
TBD

Totally lost.  Could you go over that again?

I’m good.  Let’s continue. 
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification

AUDIO: 
You can help manage risk by diversifying your assets - or spreading the risk - over a variety of investments. Diversifying your assets 
does not guarantee that you won’t lose money, but in a major downturn in performance for a given type of investment, it can keep you 
from being overexposed to any one kind of investment.  And since different types of investments tend to perform differently under 
similar market conditions, diversification may help reduce volatility. 

If you include several different investment types in your retirement portfolio, the upward movement of one type may help offset the 
downward movement of another as economic and market conditions change over time.

VISUAL:
Basket with various asset classes/percentages
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
These different investment types, otherwise known as Asset Classes, are categories of investments such as stocks and bonds that 
have similar financial characteristics with securities in its class. Click on each of the five major asset classes for a more detailed 
description.

VISUAL:
TBD

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

ContinueBack
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
Stocks represent shares of ownership in publicly held companies and have historically outperformed all other major asset classes. 
They also tend to be the most volatile asset class in the short term, and recent market trends have shown that there can be 
substantial short-term loss.

VISUAL:
Either text only, or an animation to illustrate the point.

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Asset Classes:

Stocks represent shares of ownership in publicly held companies 
and have historically outperformed all other major asset classes. 
They also tend to be the most volatile asset class in the short term, 
and recent market trends have shown that there can be substantial 
short-term loss.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
Fixed-income investments are debt securities that generally pay a set rate of interest over a given period. Bond values fluctuate in 
response to current interest and inflation rates. Bonds can be used in conjunction with stocks to balance risk since bond values tend 
to be less volatile than stocks. Bond funds typically offer no guarantees.

VISUAL:
Either text only, or an animation to illustrate the point.

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Fixed-income investments are debt securities that generally pay a 
set rate of interest over a given period. Bond values fluctuate in 
response to current interest and inflation rates. Bonds can be used 
in conjunction with stocks to balance risk since bond values tend to 
be less volatile than stocks. Bond funds typically offer no 
guarantees.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
Money market investments are relatively safe, liquid, short-term interest-bearing investments. While they may be suitable as 
short-term “parking spaces” as you formulate a long-term investment strategy, money market accounts are not typically considered 
suitable long-term retirement investments. Please be aware that these investments are not insured by the U.S. government.

VISUAL:
Either text only, or an animation to illustrate the point.

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Money market investments are relatively safe, liquid, short-term 
interest-bearing investments. While they may be suitable as 
short-term “parking spaces” as you formulate a long-term 
investment strategy, money market accounts are not typically 
considered suitable long-term retirement investments. Please be 
aware that these investments are not insured by the U.S. 
government.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
Guaranteed assets, backed by the claims-paying ability of an insurance company, preserve your principal and provide at least a 
specified minimum return. They are the lowest-risk alternative for long-term saving, but historically have not kept pace with many 
other investment returns, especially those for stocks, and may not be as liquid as other investments.

VISUAL:

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Guaranteed assets, backed by the claims-paying ability of an 
insurance company, preserve your principal and provide at least a 
specified minimum return. They are the lowest-risk alternative for 
long-term saving, but historically have not kept pace with many 
other investment returns, especially those for stocks, and may not 
be as liquid as other investments.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Classes

AUDIO: 
Real estate and real estate-related investments can be particularly useful in building retirement assets. First, real estate returns 
sometimes run counter to both stocks and bonds and can therefore help diversify your portfolio (please note that real estate 
investment trusts — REITs — behave more like stocks). Second, property values and rental income have traditionally tended to 
parallel inflation, so real estate holdings can help protect your future purchasing power.

VISUAL:
Either text only, or an animation to illustrate the point.

Equity Investments (Stocks)

Nonequity

Cash (Money Market)

Guaranteed

Real Estate

Real estate and real estate-related investments can be particularly 
useful in building retirement assets. First, real estate returns 
sometimes run counter to both stocks and bonds and can therefore 
help diversify your portfolio (please note that real estate investment 
trusts — REITs — behave more like stocks). Second, property 
values and rental income have traditionally tended to parallel 
inflation, so real estate holdings can help protect your future 
purchasing power.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification > Asset Allocation

AUDIO: 
The key to creating a retirement portfolio is to find the right balance of diversification of your investments among different asset 
classes. This process, known as asset allocation, is designed to optimize the risk/reward trade-off in your portfolio based on your life 
circumstances and investment goals. The goal of asset allocation is to create the most efficient mix of asset classes that have the 
potential to appreciate, given your tolerance for risk - that is, your ability to handle declines in your portfolio’s value - and your 
preferences for certain types of investments.

VISUAL:
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Learn > Considerations when investing > Diversification >

You still with me?

AUDIO:
You still with me?  Now let’s consider what kind of investor you are.  Or would you like to go over that again?

VISUAL:
TBD

Totally lost.  Could you go over that again?

I’m good.  I want to consider what kind of investor I am.
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor

AUDIO: 
Let’s think about what kind of investor you are.  Based on the amount of risk you are willing to tolerate, investors fall into one of these 
three categories: Conservative, Moderate or Aggressive.  Conservative investors are generally more comfortable keeping the majority 
of their contributions in nonequities.  Moderate investors tend to want to maintain a balance between conservative and aggressive 
approaches to investing. Aggressive investors may be willing to assume more risk for the potentially higher returns of equities. 
However, regardless of your risk tolerance level, your portfolio should include a mix of asset classes in order to provide you with the 
potential risk-reducing benefits of diversification.

VISUAL:
Visual to depict each category.

Conservative? Moderate? Aggressive?
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Now I’d like to ask you six questions to determine your risk tolerance.  Then, based on your answers, we will find which model 
portfolio matches your risk level.  This can serve as a starting point for developing your allocation mix.  

VISUAL:
TBD

Your Risk Tolerance
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Okay, question one. Inflation, the rise in prices over time, can erode your investment return. Long-term investors should be aware 
that, if portfolio returns are less than the inflation rate, their ability to purchase goods and services in the future might actually decline. 
However, portfolios with long-term returns that significantly exceed inflation are associated with a higher degree of risk. Which of the 
following portfolios is most consistent with your investment philosophy?  

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

Which of the fo llow ing  is  most cons is tent  w ith your  inves tment ph i losophy?  

A portfolio that will most likely...

exceed long-term inflation by a significant margin and has a high degree of risk

exceed long-term inflation by a moderate margin and has a high to moderate degree of risk

exceed long-term inflation by a small margin and has a moderate degree of risk

match long-term inflation and has a low degree of risk

A

B

C

D

Question 1 of 6
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Question two. Portfolios with the highest average returns also tend to have the highest chance of short-term losses. The table below 
provides the average dollar return of four hypothetical investments of $100,000 and the possibility of losing money (ending value of 
less than $100,000) over a one-year holding period. Please select the portfolio with which you are most comfortable.  

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

 Please select the portfolio with which you are most comfortable.

Portfolio A

Portfolio B

Portfolio C

Portfolio D

$106,000

$107,000

$108,000

$109,000

Possible Average 
Value at the 
End of One Year

Chance of Losing 
Money at the 
End of One Year

16%


21%


25%


28%

Question 2 of 6

A

B

C

D
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Question three.  Investing involves a trade-off between risk and return. Historically, investors who have received high long-term 
average returns have experienced greater fluctuations in the value of their portfolio and more frequent short-term losses than have 
investors in more conservative investments. Considering this, which statement best describes your investment goals?

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

Considering this, which statement best describes your investment goals?

Question 3 of 6

Protec t the va lue of m y  account . In order to minimize the chance for loss, I am willing to accept the lower long-term 
returns provided by conservative investments

Keep r is k to  a  m in im um  while trying to achieve slightly higher returns than the returns provided by investments that are 
more conservative

Balance moderate levels of risk with moderate levels of returns

Maxim ize long -term  inves tm ent returns . I am willing to accept large and sometimes dramatic fluctuations in the value of 
my investments

A

B

C

D
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Question four.  Historically, markets have experienced downturns, both short-term and prolonged, followed by market recoveries. 
Suppose you owned a well-diversified portfolio that fell by 20% (i.e., a $1,000 initial investment would now be worth $800) over a short 
period, consistent with the overall market. Assuming you still have 10 years until you begin withdrawals, how would you react?

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

Assuming you still have 10 years until you begin withdrawals, how would you react?

Question 4 of 6

I would not change my portfolio

I would wait at least one year before changing to options that are more conservative

I would wait at least three months before changing to options that are more conservative

I would immediately change to options that are more conservative

A

B

C

D
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Question five.  This graph shows the hypothetical results of four sample portfolios over a one-year holding period. The best potential 
and worst potential gains and losses are presented. Note that the portfolio with the best potential gain also has the largest potential 
loss. Which of these portfolios would you prefer to hold?

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

 Which of these portfolios would you prefer to hold?

Question 5 of 6

Portfolio A

Portfolio B

Portfolio C

Portfolio D

A

B

C

D
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[video controls here]

Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire

AUDIO: 
Question six.  I am comfortable with investments that may frequently experience large declines in value if there is a potential for 
higher returns.

VISUAL:
Animated visuals to go along with audio.

Question 6 of 6

Continue

 Which of these portfolios would you prefer to hold?

Back

Portfolio A

Portfolio B

Portfolio C

Portfolio D

A

B

C

D
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Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Risk Tolerance Questionaire > Results

AUDIO: 
And here is your result.  Based on your answers, you probably want greater stability and a lower level of risk. You might want to 
consider the Conservative portfolio.  Now keep in mind, this model portfolio is for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect you 
personally.  You’d want to review your company’s model portoflios and consult with a TIAA-CREF professional who will help you make 
the appropriate allocation decisions based on your unique situation. 

VISUAL:
TBD

Risk Questionaire Results: Conservative
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[video controls here]

Learn > Considerations when investing > What kind of investor > Model Portfolios

AUDIO: 
Here is a comparison of all of the Model Portfolios.  Roll over each one for more details.

VISUAL:
Further information about each model portfolio is shown on rollover.

Comparison of all Model Portfolios

Moderately 
Conservative

 Conservative Moderate Moderately 
Aggressive

Aggressive
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[video controls here]

Learn > Summary

AUDIO: 
Now you have a more thorough understanding of saving for your retirement.  Next, let’s look at what the University of Rochester has 
to offer you. Or click on any of the sections to review them again.

VISUAL:
Show key learning sections.

Learning Summary

ContinueBack
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
The University of Rochester is committed to offering you the best possible retirement plans for your long-term savings needs.


VISUAL:
University logo and images.

Program > Overview

Retirement Program
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
You have two plans available; the 403(b) and 457(b).  The plans provide you with a user-friendly investment structure, designed to 
meet your diverse needs and investing preferences.  They also offer you a streamlined set of investment options that have been 
carefully selected and screened and are reviewed on an ongoing basis.  You will also have a Self-Directed Brokerage Account which 
will give you the opportunity to choose from a broad range of mutual funds.


VISUAL:
Images and names of plans.

Program > Overview
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
TIAA-CREF is the record keeper and your resource for financial advice.  With a single login, you will have access to your your 
statements, tools and resources to make managing your retirement savings easy for you. 


VISUAL:
TIAA-CREF logo, images and text.

Program > Overview
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
The University of Rochester retirement program offers you three strategies to invest for retirement.  You can choose one strategy, or 
you can mix them as you prefer. You get a streamlined investment lineup that is selected by the university.

VISUAL:
Show the 3 strategies and their description.

Program > Explore Strategies
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies

AUDIO: 
Okay how would you like to approach your retirement strategy? If you want something quick, simple and completely managed by 
professional then Strategy 1 is the choice for you.  If you want some control but rely on help from professionals, then you would want 
to choose Strategy 2.  If you want complete control and invest on your own then you would want to choose Strategy 3.  Or, if you’re 
not sure, I can help you decide.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

How would you like to approach your retirement strategy?
I just want something quick, simple and completely managed by professionals. 

I want to have some control but rely on help from professionals.

I want to have complete control and invest on my own.

I’m not sure.  Help me decide.

1

2

3
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 1

AUDIO: 
Looks like you want to leave it to professionals to manage your retirement investments.  We have a perfect plan for you.  It’s called a 
Target Date Fund. You can choose a target date fund offering a diversified retirement portfolio in a single fund. Target date funds 
offer a convenient way to have your retirement savings professionally managed, broadly diversified, and automatically rebalanced. 
With a target date fund, you only need to select the fund closest to the year of your expected retirement and the fund’s managers do 
the rest. Each target date fund consists of underlying mutual funds that invest in a broad range of stocks and bonds. Over time, the 
fund automatically readjusts the mix of investments to reduce the level of risk as you move through your career and into retirement. 
It’s best for investors who want to leave investment allocation decisions to professional.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

NOTES:
Need to know more about these funds.  What are the choices?

Strategy 1: One-Step Investing (Target Date Funds)
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 1 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 1 > Retirement Date > Select Age Retire

AUDIO: 
Okay, you’re ready to enroll.  First thing you need to figure out is... At what age do you think you’d might like to retire?

VISUAL:
TBD

What age do you aim to retire?
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 1 > Retirement Date > Age Now

AUDIO: 
Uh huh.  And how old are you now?

VISUAL:
TBD

How old are you now?
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 1 > Enroll Now

AUDIO: 
Okay so you plan to retire in X year.  That’s X years from now. This all you need to know when you enroll for the Target Date Funds 
investment strategy.  What would you like to do?  Sign up online with TIAA-CREF and get started on your plan now?  Or you can also 
call and sign up with a TIAA-CREF advisor. Do you want to explore the other investment strategies?  Or do you want to learn about 
saving for retirement?

VISUAL:
Target retirement date with choices of what to do next.

Y o u r  r e t i r e m e n t  d a t e  i s : 


2 0 3 3 
(20 years from now)

What would you like to do next?
Sign up online or speak with with TIAA-CREF Advisor Now 800-410-6497

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 2

AUDIO: 
This strategy is for those who want to be more involved in her investing strategy but also have professional guidance.   You can 
create your portfolio by choosing options from the new plans’ investments. These investment choices cover the major asset 
classes — equities, fixed income, guaranteed, and money market — providing building blocks for a diversified retirement portfolio. 
You also have access to “active” funds (managers select underlying investments with the goal of outperforming the general market 
and/or a market index), and “passive” funds (managers attempt to mirror the performance of a specific market index, such as the S&P 
500 Index). Passive funds generally have lower operating costs than active funds due to less active trading. Best for: Investors who 
believe the funds on the new investment menu offer good long-term growth opportunities and want to choose their own investments.  
Everything is screened by the University of Rochester.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

Strategy 2: Mix Your Own
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 2 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 3

AUDIO: 
Strategy 3 is the Self-Directed Brokerage Account.  You would choose this strategy is you are an experienced investor and want total 
control of of your investing with plenty of choices.  This requires you to do all the research and will require more time and 
responsibility.  Available from TIAA-CREF Brokerage Services, the SDBA lets you invest among thousands of mutual funds from 
hundreds of fund families not available on the new menu, including funds from Fidelity, T. Rowe Price and Vanguard. An SDBA can 
give you greater flexibility to diversify and manage your portfolio. Best for: Investors willing to assume responsibility for selecting 
investments among a large range of choices and closely monitoring their portfolio.  This strategy is not screened by the University of 
Rochester.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

Strategy 3:  Self-Directed
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 3 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me

AUDIO: 
Okay.  I can help you decide.  Just let me ask you just three questions.

VISUAL:
TBD

Which way should you invest?
Take the Quiz!
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
Which best describes you as an investor?

VISUAL:
Each choice is highlighted along with the audio.

NOTES:
This quiz was taken directly from the Retirement Program Presentation 

Which best describes you as an investor?
I want a simple, convenient retirement investment.

I like to have some choices but I don’t want to be overwhelmed.

I like to have a wide range of choices and want to be very involved.

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Question 1

Question 1 of 3
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
What makes you feel the most comfortable?

VISUAL:
Each choice is highlighted along with the audio.

NOTES:
This quiz was taken directly from the Retirement Program Presentation 

What makes you the most comfortable?
Having my retirement funds managed entirely by investment professionals.

Choosing from a select group of retirement investments on my own.

Doing my homework, then choosing and managing my own retirement funds.

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Question 2

Back

Question 2 of 3
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
What gives you the most peace of mind?

VISUAL:
Each choice is highlighted along with the audio.

NOTES:
This quiz was taken directly from the Retirement Program Presentation 

What gives you the most peace of mind?
Knowing I have built-in diversification and risk is automatically adjusted for me.

Knowing I can have the level of diversification I want and stay involved.

Knowing I’m responsible for choosing and managing my retirement funds.

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Question 3

Back

Question 3 of 3
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Strategy 1

AUDIO: 
You like investing made simple!  And, whether or not you have the time or experience to be actively choosing and managing your 
retirement investments, you find a low-cost, professionally managed fund with built-in diversification appealing.  Plus, having a fund 
that automatically gets more conservative as you near retirement fits your personal goals.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

NOTES:
Need to know more about these funds.  What are the choices?

Your Choice: Strategy 1
One-Step Investing (Target Date Funds)
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Strategy 1 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Strategy 2

AUDIO: 
You like to have some - but not too many - investment choices.  Having a few choices selected by the University - either passively or 
actively managed mutual funds, and/or annuities - that you can choose from to diversify your portfolio is important to you.  You can 
select mutual funds when your goal is to simply accumulate assets.  If having regular retirement income payments that last through 
retirement is important to you, too, you may want some or all of your investments in annuity funds.

Either way, with a limited number of fund choices, you’re comfortable choosing ones that reflect the diversification you need and the 
risk you can tolerate.

To be sure that this investment strategy is right for you, review all the options in more detail.  See your other retirement investment 
resources and/or speak to a personal financial counselor.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

Your Choice:  Strategy 2 - Mix Your Own
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Strategy 2 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Strategy 3

AUDIO: 
You see yourself as a knowledgeable investor who understands investment concepts nd enjoys researching your investments.  You 
like to have the widest range of choices and the greatest control over your investments.  You’re willing to do your homework and stay 
actively involved.  You’ll choose investments from the self-directed brokerage account.  You understand that the univesrity will not be 
monitoring the performance or the fees for the funds in the brokerage account.

To be sure that the self-directed brokerage account is right for you review all the investment options in more detail.  See your 
retirement investment resources and/or speak to a personal financial counselor.
  
VISUAL:
TBD

Your Choice: Strategy 3 - Self Directed
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[video controls here]

Program > Explore Strategies > Help Me > Strategy 3 > What Do Next

AUDIO: 
So what would you like to do next?

VISUAL:
TBD

What would you like to do next?
Enroll Now

Explore other investment strategies

Learn about saving for retirement
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[video controls here]

AUDIO: 
At the University, we’re committed to help you make decisions in planning and saving for retirement.  For more information, visit the 
TIAA-CREF website, the Benefits page of the University’s website, and/or calling the Retirement Program’s self service number.  For 
personalized guidance, schedule an appointment with a TIAA-CREF retirement consultant.   


VISUAL:
Images and list of resource info.

Program > ReadyToEnroll

For more information:

- Visit www.tiaa-cref.org/rochester
- Visit www.rochester.edu/benefits/retirement
- Call retirement program’s self service 800-410-6497
- Make appointment with TIAA-CREF consultant
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